HAIR PARTY

DANCE REVOLUTION

waste when Ms. Deaven began checking
cookbooks out of the school library and
preparing full meals from them.

BELLY ITCHER. . . NOT

The hair in question.

MADISON, WI – Police broke up a wild
hair party hosted by Aidan Deaven, 9,
of Delafield. The party was representative of an increasing number of events
during which Mr. Deaven’s hair was officially ruled “out of control.” Although
Aidan’s father David greatly enjoyed the
Broadway musical “Hair,” it was he who
ultimately called the social experiment
– widely known at Wales Elementary as
“big hair dude” – to an end.

GNARLY!

Ms. Deaven preparing to dance.

BROOKFIELD, WI – Visitors to the
Sharon Lynn Wilson center for the performing arts were treated to a pleasant
surprise this year, as Mia Deaven, 7,
appeared in several choreographed productions whose quality exceeded that
which merits the use of the word “choreographed.” According to her mother,
Jennifer Deaven, profits from the successful shows will cover almost 0% of the
expenses incurred during Ms. Deaven’s
training.

SOUS CHEF

Do we need a pitcher?

NEW YORK, NY – Yankees manager
Joe Girardi looks to Wisconsin for his
big pitching talent – CC Sabathia was
outrageously stolen from the Brewers
this year, for example. Less well known
are the up-and-coming pitchers of Wisconsin, such as Aidan Deaven of Delafield, who plays for the Wales Dragons.
Mr. Deaven had an excellent season as
a utility pitcher-fielder-batter, batting
above a 0.800 average with no earned
runs and flat rockets from third to first.

WRIGHT HOUSE
STRIKES AGAIN

The Deaven family, just prior to
shredding it.

WINTER PARK, CO – Residents here
reported seeing the Deaven family on the
slopes in Winter Park and at the YMCA
of the Rockies this year. “Ja, der Kinder
sind gut Skiers, perhaps die Eltern
should to lessons take nächten Jahr,”
said Winter Park ski instructor Hans
Schischule, referring to the ease
with which Aidan and Mia
eluded their parents by descending advanced slopes crowded
with moguls, jumps, and
dense tree forest.

Ms. Deaven sous-ing.

ST. HELENA, CA – Local sources revealed that Mia Deaven, 8, has been
promoted to sous chef and is now in
charge of preparing major meals. “Her
performance in 2007 as an entremetier
and pâtissier was outstanding” according to Chef de Cuisine David Deaven,
“but we had originally planned a year or
two at saucier.” These plans were laid to

Victims at the Robie House.

CHICAGO, IL – Avid readers Aidan
Deaven, 55, and Mia Deaven, 21,
were declared missing earlier this year
after they read The Wright 3 by Blue
Balliet and traveled to Chicago’s
Hyde Park in the hope of touring
Frank Lloyd Wright’s Robie
House and exploring the
surrounding neighborhood.
Their complete set of 144

pentominoes were found scattered in
the lower courtyard. Police detective
Leonardo, formerly of Pisa, is looking for
clues and may be reached at (233) 3771597. All readers comprehending this
story are encouraged to contact Google
directly for employment.

NOT RECOMMENDED
FOR HOME USE

evil emperor Duh-byá (Useless shrub)
brought the Americas to the brink of
destruction. A dark warrior Obah́-hma
(Wise healer) arose from the middle of
the nation to dethrone Duh-byá and
bring peace, universal healthcare, happiness, and solar power subsidies to the
people.” Experts have not yet fully deciphered the prophecy’s meaning.

her husband. But after 3 months of
yoga, Mrs. Deaven is feeling great, often performing exotic poses in the living
room to the delight of her family. “The
cats do yoga with me,” said Mrs. Deaven
recently as she walked around the house
on her hands.

SHE IS READY

PA SLAVE TRADE

The bad contractor in action.

DELAFIELD, WI – Area resident David
Deaven continued to pose as a competent contractor this year, taking jobs
such as hornet nest removal (above, left)
and deck foundation excavation (above,
right). Unfortunately for area land values, Mr. Deaven is a rank amateur.
“I read about hornets on the Internet,”
said Mr. Deaven shortly before ascending a ladder 30 feet in the air to an
active nest. Asked to comment, Mr.
Deaven’s wife Jennifer said “I am leaving
the house now so that I don’t have to see
that,” as she gestured towards a teetering backhoe incompetently operated by
Mr. Deaven just inches from the house.

INDIAN GIRL EMERGES

Ms. Deaven fielding.

A labor crew.

AARONSBURG, PA – Local Amish
farmers first noticed the increased berry
crop.
“How can that new English
woman pick so many berries?” asked
Jacob Zook, referring to the amazing
berry crop produced by his neighbor
“Grandma Bari.” Area sources credit
work-slaves Mia and Aidan Deaven for
the 4000% increase in berry production.
When not picking berries, the slaves are
known to play piano, guitar, and sing on
a makeshift stage in the basement and to
perform at minor church festivals.

WALES, WI – Area baseball player Mia
Deaven, 8, is ready for anything, including fielding, throwing, hitting, catching, playing with dirt in the outfield,
baserunning, baking, dancing, turning a
double play, watching Hannah Montana,
knitting, or swimming. Mia also has permanent ear piercings, and is therefore
also ready for some dangly earrings.

BOY SLEDS TO ICE
STATION ZEBRA

YOGA POWER

The last we saw of him.

P’ȯe-kwee climbing out of her kiva.

BANDELIER, NM – Passersby were
amazed to see a small Pueblo Indian
child speaking the ancient Tewa language climb out of a ceremonial kiva normally reserved for tourists. The girl,
named P’ȯe-kwee (Moongirl), spoke of
a great Tewa prophesy: “When P’áhhlee-oh (Moon-maiden) still had the gift
of sight, she saw a future in which an

Mrs. Deaven relaxing at home.

TWIN OAKS, WI – When Jen Deaven,
recently 40, decided to invest time in
herself, her family was somewhat skeptical. “Who will mop the floors?” asked

ICE STATION ZEBRA, ARCTIC SEA
– Navy sailors on board the USS Dolphin radioed that they had found Aidan
Deaven, 10, on the ice floes here, sledding merrily and oblivious to the subzero conditions and howling arctic wind.
According to Dr. Carpenter, a specialist
at the station, “There’s no way to survive a sled ride from Wisconsin.” When
questioned about his reasons for embarking on the 3400 mile long sled ride, Mr.
Deaven said only “Just one more time.
Please?”

Merry Christmas from Wisconsin Deavens – dave@deaven.net, jen@deaven.net, aidan@deaven.net, mia@deaven.net.

